
ONE BY LAND IF NONE
BY SEA?
[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yJywNdJ
Xq0[/youtube]

Iran is claiming once again to have captured a
US drone. The YouTube above consists of a boring
eleven minutes broadcast by PressTV of Iranian
military types doing a poor impression of Vanna
White running their hands over what is claimed
to be a US ScanEagle drone. If true, this would
be the second drone captured by Iran in just
over a year. Early last December, Iran first
claimed to have shot down and then changed their
wording to claiming to have “brought” down a
much larger RQ-170 Sentinel drone, prompting the
question of whether Iran managed to hack the
drone.

There has been considerable additional drone
action of late regarding Iran, with Iran firing
on a Predator drone in November over the Gulf
(perhaps in Iranian airspace, perhaps not). Iran
then said later in November that they were
reporting the US to the UN for violating Iranian
airspace at least 8 times during October,
presumably with drones.

Interestingly, it appears that Iran is claiming
once again to have hacked this drone. From Fars
News Agency:

Commander of the Islamic Revolution
Guard Corps (IRGC) Navy Rear Admiral Ali
Fadavi announced that his forces hunted
a US Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) over
the Persian Gulf after the drone
violated the country’s airspace.

The UAV which had conducted several
reconnaissance flights over the Persian
Gulf general zone in the past few days
was caught and brought under control by
air defense units and control systems of
the IRGC Navy.
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We are now in the denial phase of the US
response to this incident. The next bit in the
Fars News article sets it up:

The IRGC navy commander announced that
the haunted [sic] UAV was a ScanEagle
drone, adding that “such drones are
usually launched from large warships.”

Seizing on this bit, the US has quickly trotted
out a US Navy spokesman to say that all
ScanEagles are accounted for and none are
missing. This same article also suggests that
other countries in the region have ScanEagles
and posits that Iran may have salvaged a
ScanEagle that went down in the Gulf long ago.

[Heh. I missed the Fars typo saying the drone
was “haunted” instead of “hunted” on my first
several readings. That puts an entirely
different spin on the situation…]

Interstingly, at the end,  the AP article does
get around to pointing out that the US
eventually changed its story on the RQ-170
[and see the update below the fold]:

In 2011, Iran claimed it brought down a
CIA spy drone after it entered Iranian
airspace from Iran’s eastern borders
with Afghanistan and Pakistan. The
RQ-170 Sentinel drone, which is equipped
with stealth technology, was captured
almost intact. Tehran later said it
recovered data from the top-secret
drone.

In the case of the Sentinel, after
initially saying only that a drone had
been lost near the Afghan-Iran border,
American officials eventually confirmed
the plane was monitoring Iran’s military
and nuclear facilities. Washington asked
for it back but Iran refused, and
instead released photos of Iranian
officials studying the aircraft.
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I think we are on the way to another reversal of
this type from the US. If you clicked on the
ScanEagle link above, and as you can see from
the PressTV footage, this drone has only a ten
foot wingspan. Ships are not the only launching
platform. In fact, the Australian ABC News
network just posted this US Defense Department
photo of a ScanEagle launch from the desert:

It would appear that we need to hear from more
agencies than just the Navy on whether any
ScanEagles are missing. The Navy spokesman
appears to be claiming that no US drones are
missing, but it seems likely that if it is
proven that Iran captured a drone this week, his
statement will be said to have applied to Navy
drones only and that the captured drone was
launched by another agency, unknown to the Navy
when the spokesman’s remarks were prepared.

Update: I was away for several hours, but it
looks like I was on the right track about the
dissembling on only Navy drones being accounted
for. The New York Times put this story up a
couple of hours after mine:

A spokesman for the United States Navy
in Bahrain denied the Iranian claim,
saying that no American drones were
missing.

“The U.S. Navy has fully accounted for
all unmanned air vehicles operating in
the Middle East region,” a spokesman for
the United States Naval Forces Central
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Command in Bahrain told Reuters. “Our
operations in the gulf are confined to
internationally recognized water and
airspace. We have no record that we have
lost any ScanEagles recently.”

However, the drone could have been one
used by the Central Intelligence Agency,
or even the National Security Agency,
which both have eyes on Iran. Several
kingdoms of the Persian Gulf also have
ScanEagle drones.

 And then a couple more hours later, AP updated
their story so that it now reads:

Cmdr. Jason Salata, a spokesman for the
U.S. Navy’s 5th Fleet in Bahrain, said
there are no Navy drones missing in the
Middle East.

“The U.S. Navy has fully accounted for
all unmanned air vehicles operating in
the Middle East region,” said Salata.
“Our operations in the Gulf are confined
to internationally recognized waters and
airspace.”

Yup. We know where the Navy drones are, but
whether other “agencies” may be missing a
ScanEagle is another question entirely.
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